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0overheadprinciple violations in
exception handling
I. Motivation
Sometimes the 0overhead principle is not honored; one has to pay for things that are not used.
An instance where this can be observed is the Exception Handling mechanisms implemented by
the diverse toolchains.
In an average computing environment, this has little or no importance; the overhead is minimal
and its impact is negligible.
But on embedded systems, where memory is scarce, the overhead imposed by unused
language constructs can exceed the capabilities of the available hardware, as we will show is
the case for exceptions.
In this document, we analyze the reasons why the 0overhead principle doesn’t hold regarding
memory usage. Our intent is to generate a careful discussion about the possible ways to deal
with this issue and the need for a standardized solution, since QoI alone cannot solve it. This
document’s scope is limited to the discussion alone; the analysis of proposals to handle the
problems that will be presented is left for future work.
The decision of whether or not exceptions should be used is a valid choice that programmers
should be allowed to make freely. And if a choice is made to avoid exceptions, their inherent
memory costs should have no impact on the program.

II. Introduction
Any exception implementation mechanism incurs in penalties in performance, RAM and ROM
usage.
The performance penalty that comes with exceptions can be avoided by not making use of them.
Thus, in this document we will focus on the memory penalties that come with exception use,
since both for RAM and for ROM, the 0overhead principle does not hold; programs that avoid
exception usage still have memory costs associated with them, as we will analyze and show in
a case study. In that case study, the exceptions’ memory costs could not be avoided just by
setting compilation parameters; instead, toolchain modifications were also necessary to address
them thoroughly.
We will focus on the RAM memory costs, and leave code memory considerations for a separate
document; however, the conclusion and root cause discussed in this document also hold for
code memory.
As an example, we will present a case study where the RAM memory impact of exception
handling mechanisms is so significant that it hindered the development of C++ applications for a
given microcontroller.
For additional information on the impact of Exceptions Handling on performance and memory,
the reader can look at EH implementation guidelines in [PerformanceTR].

III. Why the 0overheadprinciple cannot be honored: don’t blame QoI.
a) Distinguishing between user code and standard library code is tricky.
The STL uses exceptions. Since the CPP produces a single compilation unit which may include
both standard header files and user files, and standard header files contain classes with
methods that throw exceptions, a simple analysis of the compilation unit looking for
exceptionsrelated code tells nothing of the programmer’s will to use exceptions.
b) Although unused template functions are guaranteed not to generate code, avoiding all
exceptionthrowing functions of the STL is costly.
If some subset of the STL is not intended to be used due to the EH generated code, extra work is
necessary in order to reimplement functions, like sqrt(), which may throw std::domain_error.
c) The boundary between user code and library code is hard to establish.
Even without considering the STL, the implementation may still use other libraries that have
exceptions. And if the toolchain could distinguish between user and library code, including
headers or linking to libraries that do in fact use exceptions turns the analysis of exception uses
into an extremely difficult, if not unfeasible, task.

d) Toolchain optimizations are not enough to suppress exception handling overhead.
STL implementations usually come equipped with buffers, functions and global objects for
supporting exceptions. Even if exceptions are not present in the user code, the dead code
elimination [DCE] and link time optimization [LTO] that some toolchains provide cannot always
eliminate exception handling code, since that code might be needed by a library that uses
exceptions. Whole program optimization [WPO] cannot always determine whether code that
uses exceptions is actually called, since late binding breaks the static calltrace analysis of the
interprocedural optimizations.

IV. How is this issue being currently addressed?
Toolchains such as GNU provide command line flags to disable exceptions (i.e.
fnoexceptions). As of the writing of this paper, this flag only affects the frontend [GCCManual]
but it has no impact in the libraries (neither the STL nor low level libraries, such as libgcc): the
library’s binary, that is linked to the program, may have exceptions enabled and require exception
handling resources. Therefore, this workaround does not solve the problem.
Some extra work is being done by the authors of this paper to make this flag affect the backend
of the toolchain and the libraries’ selection mechanism, so prebuilt libraries (with and without EH
support) can be conditionally linked to, depending on the flag that tells if exceptions are used.
This specific flag (to be passed as an argument to the toolchain) is required because inferring
exception avoidance from code analysis alone is not feasible, as seen in section III.

V. Case study: GNU Toolchain, RTEMS on ARM with 32K RAM
The case study scenario is the development of programs for a modified [RTEMS] operating
system running on the MBED LPC1768 microcontroller, a device with an ARM CORTEXM3
core, 512KB ROM and 32 KB RAM [MBED].
The GNU toolchain was used, with the following component versions:
 GCC: versions 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 (no changes observed for our analysis).
 LIBC: newlib 2.0.0  2.1.0 1 (no changes observed for our analysis).
 STL: libstdc++v3. (at first the one distributed with gcc 4.8.1, and then the one
distributed with gcc 4.8.2).
 Assembler and Linker: binutils 2.23.2  2.24 (no changes observed for our analysis).
The operating system (RTEMS) version was 4.11, with a new BSP implemented for this board.
The first approach was to create C programs on this platform; eventually, a decision was
reached to start creating C++ programs. It was decided not to use exceptions due to the
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Despite the fact that this component does not belong to the GNU toolchain, from now on it will be
assumed that the GNU toolchain includes newlib instead of eglibc for brevity purposes only.

memory overhead they impose, as will be shown later (see also [EASTL] for a discussion about
exceptions in embedded environments).
On the first attempts to use RTEMS with C++ for small examples, the memory usage was so
large that the programs would not run at all. A minimalistic C++ program was able to run, but it
had a much larger RAM memory footprint (about 20 KB) than its C counterpart.
Doing some research on the causes of this overhead, two large buffers (dependents_buffer and
emergency_buffer) in the BSS section of the program were found, with a combined size of
almost 20 KB of RAM (which amounts to 63% of the available memory on this device). These
two buffers are used by the exception handling implementation, in order to save space for
exception control (the object being thrown, the local housekeeping state and the
languageindependent unwinding control block) [ARM EHABI]. The emergency_buffer contains
reserved memory which can be used when attempting to throw an exception if the heap is
exhausted. The dependents_buffer is the same but for ‘dependent exceptions’
[DEPENDENT_EXCEPTIONS].
Also, two global objects of types __cxa_eh_globals and __eh_globals_init were found
(‘eh_globals’ and ‘init’); they are used to keep a registry of the caught and uncaught exceptions of
a thread [ARM EHABI].
Although these two do not use much memory, they have global destructors that are registered
via atexit; this causes a 400 Bytes RAM overhead per thread2 for atexit’s internal structure
(_atexit0).
No involvement of the Operating System code has been observed in the exception handling
support, and there was neither any participation by newlib’s code in EH. Only toolchain (except
newlib) code managed exceptions.

Workaround
A first attempt to reduce the memory footprint was to compile both the program and RTEMS with
the ‘fnoexceptions’ flag. This was not enough, and the RAM consumption showed no variation;
the Standard Library had to be recompiled using the no exceptions flag to eliminate the two
buffers. After the recompilation, the memory overhead was reduced, but the ‘eh_globals’ and ‘init’
objects were not removed.
Modifications had to be performed on both the C++ lowlevel library (libgcc) and the STL
implementation (libstdc++), in order to manually remove the exception handling code and
resources, so that the memory overheads could be avoided. We had to explicitly cut off the
buffers, functions and global objects that belong to the exceptions’ implementation at linking and
compiling time in order to delete code that wouldn’t be used (for instance, using the
fwholeprogram and gcsections flags).
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This analysis of memory costs was performed using the OS provided threads, not the Standard C++11
threads.

VI. Conclusions
The toolchain cannot detect (without explicit directives) whether the user actually uses
exceptions or not in order to honor the 0overheadprinciple.
As a consequence, the target application is generated in a suboptimal manner; this may limit the
range of devices on which the program can run, preventing the use of C++ for most lowcost
embedded platforms.
With the increasing number of devices that the IoT trend will make available for developers
[GartnerIOT] [ABIR], providing language support for the resource constraints of those devices
(see [ARMIOT]) is critical to make C++ one of the pillars of a market which is expected to grow
at one of the fastest paces in the world of technology [GartnerTop10].

VII. Acronyms
BSP: Board Support Package, see [RTEMSBSP]
BSS: Block Started by Symbol, see [UnixBSS]
CPP: C Preprocessor.
EH: Exception Handling.
IoT: Internet of Things.
QoI: quality of implementation.
STL: Standard Template Library.
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